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Heritage. Scotland's canals have a unique place in the history of canal-building of the Industrial Age of Great Britain and Ireland. Historic Collection. Own a piece of unique Scottish Industrial Heritage! Read More. History of the Caledonian Canal. Find out more about the challenges faced by the great engineers and their world-class innovations - resulting in this great coast-to-coast waterway. Read More. Sign up to receive our newsletter which will keep you up-to-date with everything that's happening along the Scottish Canal network. Sign Up. Activities. Boating. Paddling. Walking & Running. Cycling. Scotland - The Brand book. Read reviews from world's largest community for readers. Tartanry and 'Balmoralty': is Scotland's thriving heritage industry an economic blessing or the curse of negative stereotyping? Since the eighteenth century, heritage has been synonymous with 'heritage tourism'. This book is the first to explore the images which this industry conveys and to analyse its centrality to Scotland's definition of itself. Scottish Heather. Silk Blend. Silver Plated. At Heritage of Scotland we offer a variety of men's coats and jackets: from tweed blazers and waistcoats to rain macs and showerproof ponchos. Our range is manufactured by renowned brands such as Brook Taverner and Magee and features genuine men's Harris Tweed jackets. Harris Tweed is known throughout the world as one of the finest cloths manufactured. Made by crofters in the Outer Hebrides of Scotland, Harris Tweed is woven using traditional methods and is protected by a parliamentary act. The finished product is shipped to fashion houses around the globe and regularly shows up in the form of
The book is particularly topical today when so much is being done by the Scottish tourist board and other organisations to re-develop the "backward" tartan and shortbread image that Scotland has acquired over the years (well, since Sir Walter Scott really). Interesting reading for Scots and non-Scots alike. Read more. Comment| One person found this helpful. Was this review helpful to you? Yes. No. Scottish Brick Articles. + Scottish bricks found on shipwrecks. Manufactured in Scotland and branded for National & Overseas Customers. Scottish Brickmaker Adverts. Scottish Brickmakers Abroad. Please look at the list of Scottish bricks so far rescued. Click here. If you have one in your back garden that I do not have listed as being in my possession, then please feel free to get in touch if you would like to donate it to the cause. You may, of course, wish to keep your brick, in which case I would be very grateful if you could forward a close up photograph of the brick so I can add its image to the Scottish brickmark list. There are many brickmarks and variations on a theme still to be found; back gardens will be hiding many of them! Scotland - The Brand book. Read reviews from world's largest community for readers. Tartanry and 'Balmoralty': is Scotland's thriving heritage industry an economic blessing or the curse of negative stereotyping? Since the eighteenth century, heritage has been synonymous with 'heritage tourism'. This book is the first to explore the images which this industry conveys and to analyse its centrality to Scotland's definition of itself.